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ABSTRACT Wide-scale adoption and projected growth of electric vehicles (EVs) necessitate research and
development of power electronic converters to achieve high power, low-cost, and reliable charging solutions
for the EV battery. This paper presents a comprehensive review of EV off-board chargers that consist of ac-
dc and dc-dc power stages from the power network to the EV battery. Although EV chargers are categorized
into two types, namely, on-board and off-board chargers, it is essential to utilize off-board chargers for dc fast
and ultra-fast charging so that volume and weight of EV can be reduced significantly. Here, we discuss the
state-of-the-art topologies and control methods of both ac-dc and dc-dc power stages for off-board chargers,
focusing on technical details, ongoing progress, and challenges. In addition, most of the recent multiport
EV chargers integrating PV, energy storage, EV, and grid are presented. Moreover, comparative analysis
has been carried out for the topologies and the control schemes of ac-dc rectifiers, dc-dc converters, and
multiport converters in terms of architecture, power and voltage levels, efficiency, bidirectionality, control
variables, advantages, and disadvantages which can be used as a guideline for future research directions in
EV charging solutions.

INDEX TERMS Charging stations, converter control, converter topologies, DC fast chargers, electric vehicle
(EV), EV fast chargers, multilevel AC-DC converter, multiport converter, off-board charger.

I. INTRODUCTION
Amid increasing concerns of the harmful impacts on envi-
ronment due to our daily transportation, which is responsible
for 29% of greenhouse gas emissions in the US, government,
industry, and academia are working together to develop
electric vehicle (EV) based transportation system connected
to the grid that will reduce the consumption of fossil fuel
significantly [1], [2]. In 2020, the total number of global EV
stock has exceeded the ten million mark with a 43% increase
compared to 2019 and despite the COVID-19 pandemic,
EV registrations are being increased in major markets of the
world [3]. In addition, EV sales are forecasted to increase
swiftly in the upcoming few years, growing from 3.1 million
in 2020 to 14 million in 2025 [4]. With the development of dc
fast and ultra-fast charging infrastructure, EV driving range
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can be matched with the internal combustion (IC) engine-
based vehicle, and plugging to the power grid facilitates to
achieve reactive power support, ancillary services, peak load
shaving, load balance, and integration of renewable energy
resources [5].

Battery technology is the keystone of advancement in
EV adoption, as the battery cost alone can account for
up to one-third of the overall EV cost and EV’s weight
is substantially increased with battery pack deployment.
Li-ion, the most prolific battery technology at present,
has a gravimetric energy density between 200Wh/kg and
300Wh/kg [6]. According to the BloombergNEF, Li-ion
battery price has plummeted to $137/kWh in 2020 from
$1100/kWh in 2010 [7]; however, IC engine vehicles are still
cheaper than EVs. It is predicted that the price difference
between themwill be only 9% by 2030 owing to the declining
nature of battery price [8], [9].
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FIGURE 1. (a) Total EV (plug-in-hybrid electric vehicles and battery
electric vehicle) sales in the whole world. (b) Total publicly available EV
chargers including fast chargers (>22kW) and slow chargers (<22kW) in
the whole world [3].

Over the past several years, there is an exponential increase
in the number of total EV sales and publicly available EV
chargers worldwide for slow and fast charging as shown
in Fig. 1 [3]. Still, widespread acceptance of EV is not
possible owing to technical, economic, and policy barriers.
High battery cost, short battery lifetime, reliability issues,
lower driving range, long charging time, and complex
charging infrastructure pose major challenges to flourish
EV technology [10], [11]. In addition, design of suitable
power converter topology and implementation of advanced
control methods are essential to achieve reliable and low-
cost operation while delivering high power with increased
efficiency. Normally, EV adoption does not give rise to
substantial problems for the distribution, transmission, and
generation of the electrical grid; however, if EV charging is
left unmanaged, utilities may be forced to alter the existing
infrastructure prior to their planned cycle due to sharp
increase of load [12]. Besides, EV chargers can produce
harmful harmonics that degrade power quality [13]. The ac-dc
power stage of the charger including harmonic compensation
technique can mitigate this issue [14], [15].

As the EVs currently have higher battery capacities and
driving ranges compared to their earlier versions, there
is a growing need for energy-efficient charging stations
to facilitate dc fast and ultra-fast charging [16]. Charging
specifications and infrastructure of top-selling EVs on the
market are shown in Table 1. Battey lifetime and charging
time are related to the EV chargers and therefore, design,
development, and control of the EV chargers are very
important factors to consider while establishing dc fast
charging infrastructure. High efficiency, high power density,
high reliability, low cost, low weight, and small volume
are the desired features of an EV charger. In addition, total
harmonic distortion (THD) must be very low (<5%) to
mitigate power quality issues and grid current should be
drawn at high power factor so that maximum availability
of real power is ensured. EV chargers can be categorized
into on-board and off-board types with unidirectional and
bidirectional power flow. The power module of an off-
board charger is usually designed for high power flow
between the grid and the EV supporting dc fast and ultra-fast
charging, whereas, on-board charger allows low ac power-
based Level-1 and Level-2 charging. In this article, we will
mainly discuss appropriate power converter topologies and
their associated control methods related to off-board dc fast
chargers which are located outside the EV.

Various features related to EV charging technology have
been reviewed in the open literature [17]–[25]. In [17]
and [18], the state-of-the-art EV technologies and their
impacts on the grid have been discussed. Optimization
methods regarding EV charging infrastructures have been
studied in [19]. Authors have reviewed EV charging
standards and infrastructure including EV market analysis
in [20], [21]. However, power converter topologies and con-
trol algorithms are missing in the aforementioned references.
In [22]–[24], details on the power electronic circuits for
on-board EV chargers are provided considering electrical
machines. In [25], an overview of the energy storage devices,
low-level control for energy management, and high-level
supervisory control inside EVs has been discussed. Studies
in [22]–[25] are not appropriate for dc fast charging, as they
support low power EV chargers. The work reported in [14]
describes three-phase ac-dc converters which are used to
reduce THD, correct power factor, and regulate stable dc
link voltage. A thorough discussion regarding EV charger
topologies, charging power levels, and infrastructure is
presented in [5] that is well-suited for on-board and off-
board chargers including unidirectional and bidirectional
power flow. The studies described in [5], [26], [27], have
provided very insightful details of circuit topologies for both
ac-dc and dc-dc power stages. In addition, a good review
of medium voltage ultra-fast EV chargers based on solid-
state transformers is presented in [28]. However, control
methods are not discussed in [5], [14], [26]–[28]. Although
the above-stated review articles cover a wide spectrum of
topics related to EV charging, they lack in-depth technical
details and comparison of the power converter topologies as
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TABLE 1. Charging specifications of the manufactured EVs in current market.

well as the review of the control methods used for dc fast
chargers. In addition, there is no review article found in the
literature about multiport EV charger which integrates PV,
energy storage, grid, and EV.

In this work, we review the state-of-the-art EV charging
infrastructure, suitable power converter topologies for ac-
dc and dc-dc power stages of off-board dc fast charger,
multiport EV charger, and their associated control strategies.
The current status of the EV charging, power level, and
connector types is provided in Section II. The architectures
of ac and dc connected EV charging stations are discussed
in Section III. Further, power converter topologies of ac-
dc front-end rectifiers and dc-dc back-end converters are
comprehensively reviewed in Sections IV and V respectively.
Furthermore, we discuss the recently reported multiport EV

chargers in Section VI. Moreover, details of the control
methods of the topologies for both dc-dc and ac-dc stages
are explained in Sections VII and VIII respectively. Then,
impacts on the grid due to the operation of the fast charging
station have been described in Section IX. An overall
synthesis regarding the structures and topologies of EV dc
fast chargers is provided in Section X. Finally, future trends
of EV charging are introduced in Section XI and concluding
remarks are drawn in the last section.

II. STATE-OF-THE-ART EV CHARGING
An EV charging station is a portion of electrical grid
situated in a residential garage, commercial building street,
or public parking spaces. Charging can be of both types-ac
and dc charging; ac charging generally specifies Level-1 and
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FIGURE 2. Electric vehicle (EV) charging system including off-board and on-board charger.

TABLE 2. Charging station classification based on charging power level.

Level-2 charging for on-board chargers, while dc charging
is considered as Level-3 charging that requires off-board
chargers. Level-1 charging is the slowest of all, as it supports
the lowest power level. It is usually installed in residential
buildings and the charging is done during the night. Level-1
ac charger takes 120Vac/230Vac as the input voltage and
delivers 1.92kW power approximately. The connection may
use a standard J1772 connector into the EV ac port [29].
Level-2 ac chargers provide power up to 20kW and are
mostly used in commercial sites such as malls, offices, and
so on. Present-day Level-2 charging facilities take input
voltage of 208Vac or 240Vac. In US, the Level-2 charging
connector is SAEJ1772 Type-1 or proprietary Tesla plug,
while in Europe, IEC62196-2 Type-2 plug is considered for
Level-2 ac charging [29]–[31]. The limited power rating
and longer charging time of on-board Level -1 and Level-2
ac chargers have stimulated the growth of Level-3 dc fast
chargers that can handle power in the range between 50kW
and 300kW. They can provide dc voltage around 300V or
higher up to 800V and charge the existing EV batteries

within 30 minutes. Due to high power flow, chargers are
placed outside so that the weight and volume of the vehicle
can be reduced. Generally, EVs have their own on-board
charger located inside the vehicle. Off-board dc fast chargers
are directly connected to EV battery, bypassing the on-
board charger as shown in Fig. 2. In US, CCS combo 1,
CHAdeMo, and the Tesla supercharger are considered for
Level-3 dc charger connector while in Europe, they use CCS
combo 3, CHAdeMo, and the Tesla supercharger [29]–[31].
To reduce the range anxiety of EV drivers evenmore and to be
really competitive to the IC engine based refueling process,
dc ultra-fast charging has emerged as a potential solution
in which EV batteries are fully charged within 10 minutes
rated at power 400kW or higher [32]. However, a substantial
amount of power flow between the grid and EV raises
challenges and research needs in EV battery, charging cable,
charging infrastructure, and reliability. The charging stations
categorized based on the power levels are summarized in
Table 2 and specifications of the existing dc fast and ultra-
fast chargers have been demonstrated in Table 3.
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TABLE 3. Technical specifications of currently available dc fast and ultra-fast chargers.

The power conversion system (PCS) in dc fast charging
stations comprises ac-dc rectifier and dc-dc power converter
which are located outside and connected to EV via electric
vehicle supply equipment (EVSE). The fundamental require-
ment of PCS is that it must possess the capability to supply
regulated dc output voltage in the range between 100-800V,

according to the design of the battery packs of the EVs.
Additionally, state of charge (SoC) of the battery must reach
up to 80% in less than 30 minutes for a battery capacity of
20kWh-40kWh by the PCS and to do so, modular converters
are preferrable that can be stacked together to deliver high
power. Bidirectional power converters are attractive due to
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FIGURE 3. Architecture of an EV off-board charging station: (a) DC connected system. (b) AC connected system.

TABLE 4. Comparison between DC and AC connected EV charging
architecture.

emerging Vehicle to Grid (V2G) technology in which power
is injected to the grid from the EV. Moreover, output voltage
ripple of the dc-dc power stage should be less than 5% of
maximum output voltage and current ripple at the battery
pack is specified to be smaller than 1% of the minimal value
of the current profile to secure the durability of the battery.
Furthermore, galvanic isolation is necessary between the grid
and the EV battery to meet up the safety standards. There
are two types of galvanic isolation based on its location;
the first one is the low-frequency transformer connected
to the grid in front of input filter while the second type
is the high-frequency transformer associated with the dc-
dc converter [33]. The first type contains large magnetic
components which make the system bulky and designing
high-frequency transformer integrated to the dc-dc converter
is recommended to attain high power density when the
charging power goes up.

III. ARCHITECTURE OF EV CHARGING STATION
EVs are usually classified into three types: battery electric
vehicle (BEV), plug-in-hybrid electric vehicle (PHEV), and
hybrid electric vehicle (HEV) [34]. In this paper, we will
focus only on BEVs which take only electrical power as a
source of energy and require charging facility at a station.
Chargingmethods can be conductive, inductive, andwireless;
however, wireless and inductive charging are still at an early
stage for large-scale implementation [35], [36]. Both on-
board and off-board charger developments are centered on
conductive charging process that maintain power flow to

EV with wire connection. As we mentioned earlier, our
review of converter topologies and control methods will
focus on off-board chargers mainly. Generally, there are two
configurations of an EV fast charging station based on the
ac bus and dc bus structure as shown in Fig. 3. For an
ac-connected system, three-phase ac bus operates around
250V-480V line to line voltage. Each charger unit consists
of ac-dc rectifier and dc-dc converter and hence, the number
of power stages is higher, increasing cost and complexity.
However, most of the fast and ultra-fast charging stations
adopt ac-connected system owing to the well-equipped and
matured power electronics and ac power distribution system.
In dc bus configurations, there is a central ac-dc rectifier
that is connected to the low-frequency transformer on the
input side; PV sources, energy storage devices, and EVs
are connected to the dc bus through the dc-dc converter.
This structure brings out more flexibility in the system
and any abnormality from the grid side is easily avoided.
As the number of ac-dc rectifiers becomes less, efficiency is
higher in dc bus structure and control method implementation
becomes simpler. However, there are still no well-established
protection guidelines for dc bus EV charging stations and
during V2G operation, this issue becomes more critical [37].
Comparison between ac and dc connected EV charging
station is exhibited in Table 4. International standards such
as IEC 62955:2018, IEC 61851-1:2017 require that the
leakage current between the chassis of the charger and the
earth should be less than 30mA to prevent electric shock
in the human body [38]–[40]. Galvanic isolation provides a
large common-mode impedance and thus, leakage current is
significantly minimized [41]. Isolation provided by a low-
frequency transformer necessitates huge conductors and large
protection devices [42] and so, charging station installation
cost is increased. This is a clear disadvantage for the EV
charging infrastructure in urban areas where the cost of the
land is high. However, with this configuration, non-isolated
converters can be utilized for the dc-dc stages that feature
simple architecture and control. Further, bidirectional power
flow control is not complicated similar to isolated dc-dc
converters. The second type of isolation which is achieved
by a high-frequency transformer in the dc-dc power stage
is preferable due to reduced installation cost and improved
reliability. The transformer is operated with a high frequency
(∼50kHz-300kHz) instead of line frequency (50Hz or 60Hz)
which increases the power density. However, switching
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modulation and control for isolated dc-dc converter can be
complicated and bidirectional operation requires extra effort.

The ac-dc rectifier is the first power stage in an EV
charging station that takes ac voltage of 250-480Vac from
the grid and delivers stable dc link voltage of approximately
800V. The rectifiers are connected to the utility grid and
so, they can inject harmonics which degrades power quality.
Power factor correction (PFC) techniques are employed to
address this concern. Utilization of these PFC strategies
ensures that input currents are sinusoidal and are in phase
with the sinusoidal voltages. Low THD (<5%), sinusoidal
input current, high power factor, bidirectional power flow
capability, high efficiency and power density, simple modu-
lation and control, reactive power compensation, and stable
output dc voltage are the expected features of an ac-dc
rectifier.

The dc-dc back-end converter is the second power
conversion stage of an off-board charger that takes rectified
input voltage from the first power stage and then, adjusts it
according to the EV battery. Input voltage of the dc-dc stage
is the dc link voltage and output voltage can vary between
100V and 1000V. The task of constant current (CC) and
constant voltage (CV) charging of the battery is accomplished
by the dc-dc converter. High efficiency, high frequency
operation, high power density, bidirectionality, low output
voltage ripple, soft switching capabilities, stable voltage
regulation, and wide range of output voltage are the key
characteristics of the dc-dc converter.

IV. TOPOLOGIES FOR AC–DC CONVERSION STAGE
In this section, we discuss the technical details of several
topologies for the front-end ac-dc rectifiers. The topologies
presented here are well-suited for dc fast charging. With
a modular approach and proper design, the power rating
of the rectifiers can be raised to meet the requirement
of dc fast charging. Also, a technical comparison among
the experimentally validated ac-dc rectifiers is presented in
Table 5.

A. THREE-PHASE BUCK TYPE RECTIFIER
Achieving power factor correction (PFC), low THD, high
efficiency, and high-power density are the key prerequisites
for an ac-dc rectifier in the EV charging station. Three-phase
buck type rectifier (TPBR) is a proper choice for the ac-
dc power stage since it can deliver these features [43]–[46].
Moreover, TPBR provides inherent inrush current free
startup, wider output voltage control range, phase leg shoot
through protection, and overcurrent protection circuit during
short circuit in comparison with boost type three-phase
rectifier [47], [48]. Besides, input current can be controlled
without closed-loop configurations. Conventional six switch
TPBR consisting of three legs and one freewheeling diode
has been depicted in Fig. 4(a). Additionally, details of three-
switch TPBRs can be found in the literature [49]–[51]. The
article in [48] presents an eight-switch 3-phase buck rectifier
that suffers from the lowest semiconductor losses during

the freewheeling state compared to conventional six-switch
TPBR and three-switch TPBR. Since voltage stress on the
switches in EV charging is very high, the study in [52],
highlights slight modifications in the circuit structure which
includes splitting the freewheeling diode into two diodes of
series connection and connecting the input neutral point to the
common node of the two diodes. Considering this adjustment,
switches are currently required to withstand input phase
voltage instead of line-to-line voltage. Further, a leg of two
diodes is inserted in traditional TPBR including connecting
a capacitor between input filter and middle of diode leg [53].
Along with the reconstruction of the circuit, corresponding
space vector pulse width modulation (SVPWM) strategy
results in lower voltage stress than the input phase voltage
on the switches. Furthermore, a transfer matrix-based digital
controller has been designed that reduces the input current
THD and output voltage ripple under unbalanced ac input
condition without any sophisticated calculation or phase-
locked loop (PLL) [54]. Another issue for TPBR while
operating in high frequency is caused by distributed parasitic
capacitances between the dc link output and the ground,
leading to input current distortion especially at light load
condition. In study [55], authors have introduced a novel
structure to suppress the high frequency input current and
thereby, the input THD is reduced. In general, high step-
down voltage gain is preferred, if multiple EVs available in
the road are considered including their variation in terms of
battery range. In this case, matrix-based TPBR is a good
choice because regular TPBR modulation index is less than
0.5 when output voltage is lower than three-fourth of input
phase voltage magnitude which increases losses and damages
power quality [56], [57].

B. SWISS RECTIFIER
Swiss rectifier (SR) -another type of TPBR with eight
switches shown in Fig. 4(b), has higher efficiency, lower
common-mode noise, lower conduction, and switching loss
of the switches compared to six-switch TPBR [58]. Control
methods of dc-dc converter can be implemented on SR due
to its circuit structure. Moreover, SVPWM can be avoided
for SR and hence, control becomes simple. Interleaving of
SRs offers smaller current and voltage ripple, lower filter
requirement, high power, high bandwidth, and high relia-
bility [59]. The work in [60], presents SR with interleaved
dc-dc output stage that can achieve 99.3% efficiency with
a rated power of 8 kW. High power operation can also
be ensured using multilevel three-phase SR [61], but the
circuit becomes too complex to control. In [62], full-bridge
SR has been demonstrated that considers electrical isolation
and ZVS switching intended for improving reliability and
efficiency significantly with improved grid power quality.
One key demerit of SR is that it allows only unidirectional
power flow [58], [63]. However, bidirectional SR can be
developed with the compromise of extra electrical compo-
nents and intricated structure so that V2G operation can be
possible [61], [64].
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FIGURE 4. Circuit schematics of AC-DC power stage: (a) Three-phase six switch buck type rectifier. (b) Swiss rectifier. (c) Three-phase Vienna
rectifier. (d) Three-phase bidirectional Vienna rectifier. (e) Three-phase six switch boost rectifier. (f) ZVS enabled three-phase boost rectifier.

C. VIENNA RECTIFIER
The three-phase Vienna rectifier (VR) shown in Fig. 4(c),
exhibits similarity in operation if compared with a three-
phase boost PFC rectifier; however, the power flow is
unidirectional [63]. Though it retains the benefits of three-
level converters, common drawbacks of three-level convert-
ers including the requirement of dc-link capacitors are also
shared by VR. VR is widely used in high power applications
because of its simple control method, high power density,
high power efficiency, reduced number of switches, unity
power factor, very low THD, and neutral connection-free
structure [65]–[68]. On top of that, voltage stress on the
switches is half of the dc link voltage and no dead zone
switching drive is required [66]. A smaller volume of the
VR can be accomplished, as its requirement of the boost
inductance is nearly half compared to the two-level rectifiers.
The three-phase VR comprises three boost inductors at the
input, six fast rectifiers diodes, six switches (2 switches per
leg), and two split capacitors at the output. In addition, VR is

compatible with bipolar dc bus structure that allows better
power flow capability while maintaining the step-down ratio
of dc-dc power stage low. However, voltage imbalance in the
bipolar dc bus structure needs to be fixed to prevent input
current distortion [69]. In [70], authors have compared the
power losses of various configurations of VR based on the
utilization of diodes and switches, and from the analysis, it
has been found that the structure presented in Fig. 4(c) incurs
the lowest amount of losses. Also, a three-phase interleaved
VR has been designed in [70] that provides 99.28% efficiency
with improved thermal management. Circulating current
generated due to interleaving can be minimized by the proper
design of coupling inductors. A 15kW bidirectional VR has
been presented in [71] that supports V2G operation. The
diodes are replaced by the switches to ensure bidirectional
power flow as shown in Fig. 4(d). This topology is also
referred as a three-phase three-level T-type rectifier.

The modulation methods for three-phase VR are cat-
egorized as carrier-based PWM [72], SVPWM [73], and
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discontinuous PWM [74]. Further, hybrid SVPWM is used
for interleaved VR, as conventional SVPWM causes input
current distortion near zero crossing, and both carrier-based
PWM and discontinuous PWM generate large ripples [75].
For a better compromise between high-power density and
efficiency using standard PCB technology, the frequency of
VR is limited to approximately 250kHz [63]. Violation of
this limit may lead to input current distortion, degrading grid
power quality.

D. THREE-PHASE BOOST TYPE RECTIFIER
Three-phase boost rectifier is well-suited for the ac-dc
power stage of the EV charger due to its simplified
structure, continuous input current, bidirectional operation,
high output dc voltage, low current stress, less number of
switches, simple control scheme, low THD, and high effi-
ciency [63], [76], [77]. The circuit schematic of a three-phase
six switch boost rectifier (TPSSBR) has been demonstrated in
Fig. 4(e) that comprises three inductors in series with three-
phase input ac source and total six switches in the three legs.
The inductors are utilized to boost the voltage and reduce
the harmonic contents of the input current. Switching of the
top and bottom switches is executed in a complimentary
way. In [78], authors have demonstrated a parallel TPSSBR
system where each rectifier is connected to the input and
output side without any additional passive component. This
configuration facilitates high power operation and modular
design. The circulating current generated by this system
can be suppressed by implementing zero-sequence current
control method. Generally, the advantages of TPSSBR are
justified under the assumption of a balanced input ac system.
When the ac input voltage is not balanced, harmonics appear
at the dc-link voltage [79]. This issue can be mitigated by
utilizing a bulky capacitor which increases the size of the
rectifier and deteriorates dynamic response [80]. Another
approach is to develop an active control method so that
the harmonic components of the dc-link voltage can be
reduced [81], [82].

The antiparallel diodes in TPSSBR suffer from reverse
recovery loss which worsens the switching loss of the
MOSFETs. In [83], an ultra-fast dc rail diode has been
integrated at the dc-link side to alleviate the reverse
recovery loss of the anti-parallel diodes. Additionally, this
structure ensures automatic step-up operation, avoids bridge
short through problem, and maintains soft switching. Soft
switching can also be achieved by employing zero voltage
transition (ZVT) TPSSBRs and zero current transition (ZCT)
TPSSBRs. An auxiliary network comprising a resonant
inductor, a diode, and a switch is added at the dc-link side for
ZVT TPSSBR. The bridge switches are turned on under zero
voltage condition and hence, switching loss is reduced. For
ZCT TPSSBR, an auxiliary network consisting of a resonant
inductor, a capacitor, a switch, and a diode is inserted. Due to
the resonance condition, the bridge switches are turned off
under zero current condition in this case. However, above
mentioned soft switched TPSSBRs are unidirectional and

auxiliary switches suffer from hard switching. In study [84],
authors have proposed a ZVS enabled TPSSBR which
includes a clamp branch consisting of an active switch,
a resonant inductor, and a clamping capacitor as shown
in Fig. 4(f). In this architecture, the bridge switches and
the auxiliary switch are turned on under zero voltage
condition. Further, the reverse recovery losses of the anti-
parallel diodes are minimized, and bidirectional operation is
maintained.

E. MULTILEVEL AC–DC CONVERTER
Multilevel converter (MLC) is a popular topology among
researchers that provides alternating voltage levels from
several lower levels of dc voltages [85]. In EV fast and
ultra-fast charging applications, MLC is a preferable choice
over other topologies as an ac-dc power stage due to its
capability of delivering high power with increased efficiency
and power density. Considering various architectures found
in the literature, MLC can be categorized into three types:
1) Cascaded H-Bridge (CHB), 2) Flying Capacitor (FC), and
3) Neutral Point Clamped (NPC) MLC. The basic working
principle of a MLC converter lies in generating staircase
waveform at the output using switches, capacitors, and
voltage sources. The unique characteristics of a MLC include
staircase multilevel PWM waveform to attain low THD,
smaller dv/dt and minimization of magnetic components
to allow superior performance, less voltage stress on the
switches in high voltage application (e.g. 100V rated switch
in 400V input voltage), low EMI, and reduced voltage
transition between levels [86]–[95].

1) CASCADED H-BRIDGE MULTILEVEL AC–DC CONVERTER
In [86], [87], a three-phase EV charging station architecture
using modular CHB multilevel ac-dc converter has been
proposed. A large number of switching states is generated
owing to modularity as well as high number of series
and parallel connections of unit cell, which results in
taking the advantage of voltage balancing of cell capacitors
and isolation of faulty cells without any impediment in
operations [86]. The study in [88] and [89], discuss single-
phase CHB as an ac-dc rectifier. As nonlinearities like turn
on/turn off delays and saturation voltage of active switch
cause distortion in unit cells resulting in variations in the
output voltage of CHB, a compensation technique including
predictive current control has been employed to improve the
harmonic content of grid current within a single fundamental
period [88]. In [90], a modular MLC-based EV charging
station is proposed where each submodule of the modular
configuration is shown in Fig. 5(a). Multiple submodules
connected in series enable adaptation to the charging
requirement of high power and high voltage for EV fast
charging. Among various modulation techniques developed
for MLC, sinusoidal pulse width modulation (SPWM) and
SVPWM are the most popular [91]. SPWM method makes
use of different triangular signals, which are phase-shifted
or level-shifted, and then, compared with sine wave leading
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FIGURE 5. Circuit schematics of multilevel converter for AC-DC power stage: (a) Cascaded H-bridge (CHB) rectifier. (b) Three-phase
neutral point clamped (NPC) rectifier with voltage balancing circuit in bipolar dc bus structure. (c) Three-phase 6-level flying
capacitor multilevel ac-dc converter.

to desirable gate pulses. Despite its simplicity, robustness,
and easy implementation, issues such as voltage balancing
across the capacitors and inefficiency to deliver maximum
modulation index are unavoidable, degrading converter
performance [92]. On the other hand, SVPWM technique
provides greater flexibility by allowing adjustable duty cycles
and optimization of redundant switching sequences. As a
consequence, power loss of the ultra-fast charging station
can be lowered to a great extent [89]. Further, this method
ensures proper utilization of the dc bus voltage, ability to
operate at maximum modulation index, and low current
ripple. However, if the number of levels of MLC gets high,
execution of SVPWM becomes challenging as there are n3

switching states and 6(n-1)2 triangles in the space vector
diagram of a three-phase n-level converter [93]. Therefore,
modifications of SVPWM are required so that the benefits of

the conventional SVPWMcan be retained and dependency on
the level of MLC is diminished for a multi-phase system [94].

Since each component of modularMLCmay be vulnerable
to potential failure, reliability is a major concern here [95].
Though optimization of redundant switching states improves
reliability as mentioned earlier, fault detection and bypassing
faulty components within a short time are crucial. The most
common failure of a power converter originates from power
semiconductor devices. The protection systemmust sense the
fault and disable the gate signal before 10 µs [96], as the
power device can withstand this event for a very short time.
To fulfill this objective, a large number of voltage and current
sensors as well as communication channels are required that
add to system complexity and cost. Further, pre-charging of
floating capacitors without inrush current becomes another
problem for MLC [97].
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TABLE 5. Design specifications and comparison of various AC-DC rectifiers in EV chargers.

2) FLYING CAPACITOR MULTILEVEL AC–DC CONVERTER
A serious demerit of the modular MLC is that its voltage rip-
ple at the fundamental frequency of the ac side requires larger
energy storage for the submodule capacitors [100]. However,

Flying Capacitor Multilevel Converter (FCMLC), another
variant of MLC, allows for smaller storage requirement
for the capacitors when switching frequency is increased.
Generally, three-phase MLC is preferred in EV charging
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due to its high power delivery capability. But, three-phase
rectifiers cannot be designed with very low conduction
loss, if they are compared to single-phase rectifiers using
the unfolding technique, because current generated in one
phase is returned through the other two phases [101], [102].
In a three-phase system, where dc link voltage is near
800V, researchers have shown that three-level MLC cannot
provide the same performance compared to single-phase
400V dc link voltage benchmark [102]. In fact, seven-
level FCMLC can nearly achieve the same efficiency and
performance. FCMLC, along with the unfolder stage, can be
used as rectifiers. In [103] and [104], a seven-level FCMLC
have been demonstrated. Further, in study [105] and [106],
authors have presented an interleaved six-level FCMLC for
the purpose of achieving high efficiency and high-power
density. In [107], a three-phase FCMLC has been designed
in which each input phase is connected to six-level FCMLC
as shown in Fig. 5(c). Another advantage of FCMLC lies in
the moderate requirement of PWM modulator due to high
switching node frequency in FCMLC without using PWM
frequency that results in increased PWM resolution [108].

To deal with the issue of double line frequency pulsation,
active buffer is adopted as a power decoupling stage [103],
[106]. Since FCMLC scales down the filter size significantly
with high frequency operation, utilization of smaller inductor
causes current phase leading and bring challenges for PFC
control. The work presented in [104] describes feedforward
control to address this issue. Further, in study [109], authors
have proposed a control method to address issues regarding
voltage spikes and loss carrier signals operating near zero
current ripple. Furthermore, authors have employed a hybrid
control that incorporates valley current detection and constant
effective duty cycle control to balance the capacitors of
4-level FCMLC for the full range of load [110].

3) NEUTRAL POINT CLAMPED MULTILEVEL AC–DC
CONVERTER
Another category of MLC is known as neutral point
clamped (NPC) ac-dc converter that allows low distortion
in output voltage waveform, medium voltage operation,
reduced dv/dt stress across the switch, and input current with
low THD. A three-phase three-level NPC ac-dc converter
has been illustrated in Fig. 5(b). All the switches need to
block half of the dc link voltage and so, switching loss is
minimized. Moreover, for example, 500V switches inherit
faster technology in comparison with 1000V switches which
further cuts down switching loss. In [112], authors have
proposed an EV charging station that incorporates a central
ac-dc converter with NPC topology connected to medium
voltage grid on one side and bipolar dc bus on the other
side. Utilization of NPC with bipolar dc bus brings several
benefits: 1) reduction of the step-down effort by the dc-dc
fast chargers [113], 2) improved reliability as one unit of
dc-dc stage can supply power if other unit fails or during
maintenance, 3) increases power capacity of the charging
station as dc-link capacitance is doubled [114]. However,

unbalancing problem is more critical for bipolar dc bus
structure which cannot be solved with modulation stage
unlike unipolar bus structure [115], [116]. Additionally,
uncertainties, e.g., random arrival of vehicles and different
battery technologies, worsen the unbalancing problem even
more. This issue can be resolved by adding a voltage balance
circuit that acts as an additional leg with the three legs
of NPC topology as shown in Fig. 5(b) [113], [114]. The
work in [117] highlights three-level stacked NPC as an
ac-dc power stage, exhibiting superior performance over
three-level NPC because of increased switching frequency
and better total loss balancing. Asymmetrical distribution
of power losses among switches and diodes in NPC poses
troubles in the design of the converter and its thermal
management system. The losses in the most stressed device
may limit converter switching frequency and maximum
phase current [118]. This problem gives rise to active NPC
(ANPC) topology which is a derivative of NPC topology
and uses additional active switches in antiparallel to NPC
diodes. With redundancies in zero voltage level switching
states and possible commutations that can be chosen through
proper modulation methods, ANPC mitigates the uneven
distribution of conduction and switching losses among the
switches [119], [120]. However, each switch requires a linked
gate drive circuit and the control is quite challenging to
implement because of high number of switches.

V. TOPOLOGIES FOR DC–DC CONVERSION STAGE
The dc-dc stage is directly connected to EV and so, isolation
is essential during high power flow unless isolation is
guaranteed in front of ac-dc rectifiers. Here, we analyze the
details of both isolated and non-isolated dc-dc converters
appropriate for dc fast off-board chargers. The summaries of
the experimentally validated isolated and non-isolated dc-dc
converters are shown in Table 6 and Table 7 respectively.

A. LLC RESONANT CONVERTER
Owing to various advantages of LLC dc-dc converter shown
in Fig. 6(a) compared to other resonant topologies, it has been
widely used as a dc-dc power stage of the EV charger in recent
times. The key advantages are: 1) output voltage regulation
capability at light load condition, 2) ZVS over a wide range
of output voltage, 3) ZCS switching capability for the rectifier
diodes that diminishes diode recovery losses, 4) one capacitor
as an output filter [121], [122]. The output voltage is regulated
by varying the converter switching frequency. The gain of the
converter depends on resonant tank gain, switching bridge
gain and transformer turns ratio.
LLC converter has three operational modes depending

on the comparative values of switching frequency, fs and
resonant frequency, fr . At resonant frequency operation (fs =
fr ), the resonant tank has unity gain and the converter is in the
best-optimized mode of operation. Hence, transformer turns
ratio is designed in such a way that the converter operates at
the resonant frequency at nominal input and output voltage.
When fs > fr , switching loss is increased, the primary
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side switches have higher turn-off losses and secondary
rectifier diodes have hard commutation, but conduction
losses are lower because of the reduced circulating energy.
The converter has a step-down gain in this mode and provides
buck operation. On the other hand, if fs < fr , secondary
diodes maintain soft switching, but higher conduction losses
occur due to increased circulating energy. The converter has
a step-up gain in this mode and provides boost operation.

Despite having high efficiency, high power density, and
low EMI due to soft switching capability, LLC converter
suffers from several critical issues. Design optimization is
highly significant when LLC output is connected to EV
battery rather than some passive loads [123]. Output voltage
of the converter depends on the SoC of battery and charging
profile, leading to nonlinear load characteristics. Therefore,
design procedure of LLC turns out to be complicated.
In addition, battery voltage,Vbat largely varies while charging
and discharging. For example, a single Li-ion cell has
a voltage range between 2.75V and 4.2V based on the
minimum and maximum SoC of the cell. So, for a 400V
battery pack, the load voltage variation could be higher
than 100V. LLC converter needs to regulate wide output
voltage range when load current is not constant. Moreover,
Li-ion battery is charged through constant current (CC) and
constant voltage (CV) charging process including trickle
charging state, especially for deeply depleted cells. Light load
efficiency becomes a critical issue for LLC when battery is in
CV mode or trickle stage, since battery current, Ibat is low.
Also, LLC needs to be designed in a specific region of the
characteristic curve so that primary side ZVS and secondary
side ZCS can be accomplished simultaneously to enhance
efficiency.

The authors have adopted a voltage double circuit along
with LLC converter in [124] for charging the deeply
depleted battery cell. To do so, the frequency range of LLC
should be large enough to generate wide voltage gains.
However, fs of LLC cannot be 2-2.5 times of fr in practical
applications owing to the existing parasitic capacitance of the
transformer’s secondary winding and junction capacitances
of output diodes. The voltage double circuit mitigates the
negative effect of the parasitic capacitors, shifting the second
resonant frequency to a very far away and consequently,
the operating range of the converter is extended. The
disadvantage of this circuit configuration is having lower
efficiency as ZVS is not fully achieved.

The work in [125], highlights LLC converter operating
in three modes such as full-bridge converter with frequency
modulation, dual-phase half-bridge LLC converter, and
single-phase half-bridge LLC converter to improve efficiency
at low voltage and light load condition. Integration of the
resonant inductor to the transformer provides higher power
density. The dual-phase structure allows the converter to turn
off one phase when the output power is below half of the
rated value to improve light load efficiency. Moreover, ZVS
is achieved in the active switches in all three modes for the
entire operational range.

Bidirectional power flow is an essential functionality of
an EV charger for vehicle-to-grid (V2G) applications in
which excess energy from the EV battery can be injected
to the grid. Asymmetrical resonant tank in LLC converter
causes a difference between reverse and forward operation,
making the design quite challenging for the converter to be
operated in bidirectional mode. In [126] and [127], authors
have designed CLLC dc-dc converter by adding another
capacitor on the secondary side. This extra capacitor creates
symmetry in the resonant tank during forward and reverse
operation and hence, similar characteristics are attainable in
both modes. To keep the converter near resonant frequency
and maximize efficiency as Vbat varies, adjustable dc link
voltage, Vdc is adopted that corresponds to load voltage
variation in CLLC converters. Similarly, adding extra L
and C on the secondary side to design CLLLC converter
ensures bidirectional operation [128]. Also, soft switching
is maintained here for a wide voltage range. As an extra
inductor adds bulkiness to the circuit, a CLLC network
has been derived from the CLLLC design, improving its
power density. The article in [129], discusses LLC converter
including interleaved bridgeless totem-pole PFC stage.
Here, bidirectionality becomes feasible with a voltage gain
compensation control. Although reverse voltage gain of the
LLC converter is generally lower than unity, it is compensated
by increasing the bus voltage at the front-end side of the LLC
converter, utilizing Vdc as extra control freedom. This control
shifts the voltage regulation burden from the LLC to the PFC
stage and thus, confirms bidirectional power flow for V2G
applications. Voltage regulation range of the dc link voltage,
Vdc is reported to be between 400V and 700V for forward and
reverse operation.

B. DUAL ACTIVE BRIDGE CONVERTER
Dual active bridge (DAB) topology consists of a full-bridge
structure with active switches on the primary and secondary
sides, connected by a high-frequency transformer as shown
in Fig. 6(b). DAB is a suitable candidate for the dc-dc
power stage due to its high efficiency, high power density,
bidirectional power flow, inherent soft switching, galvanic
isolation, and wide range of voltage transfer ratio [130].
DAB’s modularity allows it to be scaled to the higher power
level. Bidirectional power flow is achieved by controlling the
phase shift angle between the voltage waveforms of the two
bridges. When the phase shift angle is positive between the
input and output bridge voltage, power flows from left to
right. Changing the polarity of the phase shift angle enables
reverse power flow and hence, bidirectionality can easily
be achieved with simpler control for the DAB topology
compared to the resonant converters.

Different types of switching modulation techniques such
as single-phase shift (SPS) with variable of phase shift angle,
dual-phase shift (DPS) with variables of phase shift angle
and duty ratio of one bridge, and triple-phase shift (TPS)
with variables of phase shift angle and duty ratios of two
bridges are utilized for DAB [131]. Although DAB uses
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FIGURE 6. Topologies for isolated DC-DC power stage: (a) LLC resonant converter. (b) Dual active bridge converter. (c) Dual active bridge series
resonant (LC) converter. (d) Dual active bridge converter with LCL resonant tank. (e) Dual active bridge converter with CLC resonant tank. (f) Dual
active bridge converter with CLLC resonant tank. (g) Phase-shifted full-bridge converter.

fewer passive components compared to resonant converters,
securing ZVS switching for a wide range of EV battery
voltage especially at light to medium load is quite challenging
with SPS modulation. DPS can extend the ZVS range but
during light load condition, ZVS cannot be fully secured
for all eight switches. TPS confirms ZVS for all switches
even at no load condition; however, it increases the turn-off
current. Therefore, in study [132], SPS, DPS, and TPS are
incorporated in order to guarantee ZVS of all switches for
the entire operating range of load.

The reactive current causes additional conduction losses
for DAB converter with SPS modulation. This problem can
be well addressed by utilizing TPS modulation with the
optimization of reactive current. In addition, transformer peak
current contributes to losses which decrease the efficiency
of the converter more. In [133], authors have demonstrated
a control method based on DPS modulation, minimizing

the transformer peak current to reduce its hysteresis loss.
The optimal duty ratios that lead to the lowest peak current
are obtained using the Lagrange multiplier method. Another
critical issue for DAB originates from the transformer’s
operation in saturation region [134]. A large magnetic flux
density offset can drive the transformer to its saturation point
of B-H curve that results in current spikes, increased losses,
and damages to the converter. High switching frequency
can reduce the magnetic flux swing and transformer core
volume while increasing the safety margin to avoid satura-
tion. A saturation prevention algorithm presented in [135],
provides a safety margin of the magnetic flux near saturation.
The algorithm detects the current slope of the converter
instantaneously and so, the onset of saturation is identified
and taken care of.

Wide voltage gain is an important factor of DAB converter
in EV charging applications. For the voltage-fed DAB
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converter, when the input voltage, Vdc is equal to nVbat ,
ZVS can be achieved for all switches, while in other cases,
ZVS range is limited. The work in [136], introduces a
three-level DAB converter that generates square wave of
four different amplitudes and thus, allows adaptation to a
wide voltage range. In a similar study presented in [137],
a five-level DAB converter is employed to achieve wide
voltage gain. Both [136] and [138] optimize transformer
RMS current to enhance efficiency. Moreover, wide voltage
gain can be achieved with a novel circuit architecture
based on dual transformer in DAB [139]. Dual outputs are
adjusted successively due to dual-mode (primary side and
secondary side phase shift) control, securing a very wide
output range with the sacrifice of bidirectionality. Current-
fed DAB can also be employed as a dc-dc power stage of
the EV charger owing to its wide voltage gain and clamping
voltage capability that matches primary and secondary side
voltages. However, efficiency of the converter drops as the
extra inductor suffers from losses [140].

Another key issue regarding DAB converter is the high
frequency current ripple which is generated because of the
conventional circuit design, causing negative impacts on
battery lifetime. To reduce the current ripple, three-phase
DAB structure can be utilized as a straightforward solution.
Unlike single-phase DAB, three-phase architecture can triple
the effective efficiency and reduces the amplitude of the
ripple. Consequently, input and output filter requirements
become less. Moreover, a three-phase DAB converter pro-
vides lower transformer RMS current and higher power
density [138]. Alternatively, current-fed DAB with hybrid
phase shift control is a viable solution for achieving low
current ripple and increasing battery lifetime [141], [142].

C. DUAL ACTIVE BRIDGE RESONANT CONVERTER
In conjunction with the advancedmodulation scheme, using a
resonant tank between the two bridges of the DAB converter
extends the ZVS range of battery charging [144]–[154].
A variety of resonant tanks such as CLC [144], LLL [145],
CLLC [146]–[148], LC [149]–[152], LCL [153] are found
in the existing literature. DAB converter with series LC
network shown in Fig. 6(c) is preferred due to its low resonant
component count [150], [151]. The leakage inductance of the
transformer can be used as a series inductor and the additional
capacitor has dc blocking capability. However, this topology
suffers from hard switching in certain operating regions
under wide variations of battery voltage. In study [149],
authors have added a switch-controlled inductor network in
DAB series resonant converter (LC-type) to confirm ZVS
at the primary side and ZCS at the secondary side for
a wide range of battery voltage. Authors in [152] have
adopted four degrees of freedom modulation strategy with
optimization for DAB series resonant converter to achieve
soft switching, minimum resonant tank current, and complete
elimination of reactive power under wide variations in
battery voltage. The circuit schematics of DAB resonant
converter with LCL and CLC resonant tank have been

exhibited in Fig. 6(d) and Fig. 6(e) respectively. The bridge
currents are almost sinusoidal and in phase (or anti-phase
for reverse operation) with their respective voltages for both
LCL and CLC type DAB resonant converter [144], [153].
Therefore, reactive power is significantly reduced and thus,
efficiency is increased. CLC structure has a higher power
density as magnetizing inductance can be used for the
resonant component. In addition, the series capacitor in
CLC structure prevents transformer core saturation during
abnormal operating conditions. Although both structures
extend soft switching range and reduce conduction loss
compared to DAB converter, soft switching cannot be secured
for a wide range of battery voltage. The authors in [154],
have introduced a reconfigurable resonant DAB converter
that operates in full-bridge mode for 50%-100% load and
reconfigured to half-bridge mode of operation in case load
falls below 50%. Desirable soft switching characteristics
are achieved in full-bridge mode, while half-bridge mode
operation aims at reducing the circulating current with
improved light load efficiency. However, additional active
devices and passive components increment volume and cost.
In article [145], a TPS controlled DAB with LLL tank is
demonstrated that features ZVS for the entire operating
range of the converter, enabling high frequency operation.
A schematic of DAB converter with CLLC resonant tank
is exhibited in Fig 6(f). A complete soft switching can be
achieved for the entire load range with appropriate design
of DAB CLLC converter [147]. In [148], a three-level
CLLC DAB resonant converter has been introduced which
provides the inherited features of DAB resonant converter
and reduces voltage stress on the switches due to multilevel
configuration. The major drawback of DAB-based resonant
converter is synchronization and paralleling which demands
exhaustive effort in control, attributable to asymmetrical tank
and complex mathematical model.

D. PHASE-SHIFTED FULL-BRIDGE CONVERTER
Phase-shifted full-bridge (PSFB) converter shown in Fig. 6(g)
is related to the family of DAB converters where the major
difference lies on the secondary side. Active switches on
the secondary side are replaced by diodes that allow power
flow in one direction. PSFB has proved its potential for
EV chargers owing to its attractive features such as soft
switching capability of the primary active switches, simple
PWM control with a fixed frequency, modularity, reduced
current stress on the devices, and low EMI. The power flow
occurs due to the variation of the phase between the switches
on the primary side. For this topology, ZVS turn-on of one leg
and low voltage turn-on of the other leg in the primary side are
achievable while the secondary side diodes suffer from hard
switching. In fact, in EV charging applications, this converter
experiences non ZVS turn-on when the battery current is
low. The circulating current in the primary side during the
freewheeling period causes additional losses. A large output
inductor on the secondary side increases the cost and reduces
power density. Additionally, voltage overshoot across the
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TABLE 6. Technical specifications and comparison of isolated DC-DC converters in EV chargers.

full-bridge rectifier is severe as the output voltage is typically
high in EV charging. Moreover, reverse recovery losses of
the diodes are the obvious disadvantages of this topology

for high power flow. In [155] and [156], authors bring some
modifications in the circuit structure such as utilizing the
leakage inductance of the transformer and using turn-off
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FIGURE 7. Topologies for non-isolated dc-dc power stage: (a) Interleaved two-phase buck converter. (b) Interleaved three-phase buck converter
used in ABB terra HP150 ultra-fast charger. (c) Three-level buck converter. (d) Parallel three-level buck converter.

snubber in combination with controlled output rectifier to
eliminate circulating current and improve soft switching for
full load range. In study [157], a passive auxiliary circuit
is included on the primary side so that ZVS turn-on for the
entire battery range is ensured and the voltage spikes on the
secondary diodes are significantly minimized. However, they
contribute to the losses because of the additional components.
The authors in [158] and [159], utilize a center tap clamp
circuit on the secondary to achieve high efficiency and high-
power density. All the aforementioned major drawbacks
of the PSFB converter including the size of the output
inductor can be mitigated with this modified architecture
while charging the EV battery. Moreover, a hybrid converter
comprising of PSFB converter and LLC series resonant
converter is presented in [160] to improve the limitations of
conventional PSFB converter and increase power density and
efficiency.

E. NON-ISOLATED DC–DC CONVERTER
A non-isolated dc-dc converter is well-suited for a charging
station where the line-frequency transformer exists before
the ac-dc power stage. The voltage in the input side of
the dc-dc converter in dc fast charging is typically higher
than the EV battery voltage. Therefore, a single-phase buck
converter can theoretically be used for charging the EV.
However, there are two major issues associated with the
conventional buck converter. First, it is necessary to keep
the current ripple of the dc-dc power stage low which
will reduce charging/discharging losses as well as aging of
the battery [162], [163]. To achieve this, inductor of the
conventional buck converter must be sufficiently large and
so, power density is reduced. Second, the power rating of

this converter is limited as only one switch carries the total
current.

Unlike single-phase buck converter with one inductor,
interleaved buck converter (IBC) with multiple inductors
has many benefits such as smaller current ripple and
inductor volume, modularity, better power, and thermal
management [164]. However, the voltage stress on all the
switches of conventional IBC is equal to the input voltage
that incurs high switching loss and diode recovery loss in
high voltage applications like EV fast charging. A non-
isolated interleaved 2-phase buck converter is demonstrated
in Fig. 7(a). In [165]–[167], modified IBCs with distinct
architectures have been proposed to achieve low switching
loss, reduced voltage stress on the switches, minimized
current ripple, and improved step-down conversion ratio. The
study in [165] shows that voltage stress across all the active
switches is half of the input voltage before turn-on or after
turn-off and extra circuitry is not required to balance the
current. Owing to inherent charge balance of the blocking
capacitors, the converters in [166] and [167], provide
current sharing between the interleaved phases without any
additional circuit and control module. Moreover, a 3× three-
phase interleaved dc-dc buck converter has been presented
in which each module contains six identical switches and
three inductors [168], [169]. This modular architecture has
been used in ABB Terra HP150 ultra-fast charger [170]. The
circuit schematic of one module is exhibited in Fig. 7(b). This
configuration provides several merits such as modularity,
high power (150 kW), low-cost design, and balanced power
sharing among the phases. Further, extremely low output
current ripple has been reported compared to other IBCs.
However, if the number of the interleaved phases gets higher,
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TABLE 7. Technical specifications and comparison of non-isolated DC-DC converters in EV chargers.

obtaining similar phase characteristics becomes burdensome
due to variation in the component tolerances. Different phases
can suffer from different losses and thus, average current
among the interleaved phases will be different. Additionally,
current sharing among the phases is sensitive to duty cycle
fluctuation [171]. Therefore, current equalization is impor-
tant for an interleaved converter where the phase number
is comparatively high. Authors have introduced an eight-
phase synchronous interleaved buck converter and developed
slidingmode control including current equalization algorithm
in [172] to accomplish robust voltage regulation, frequency
regulation, and phase current equalization.

To increase the power density, the buck converter can
be designed to operate in discontinuous conduction mode
(DCM), since a smaller inductor size is selected. Large ripple
in DCM can be alleviated by increasing the number of
interleaved phases. However, high turn-off losses and ringing
effects among the switches are the major disadvantages in
DCM. To overcome these challenges, authors in [173], have
proposed gate complementary control including snubber so
that currents in the nonactive switches are diverted to the
anti-parallel diodes, and hence, ZVS turn on is achieved.
Moreover, splitting the input voltage is a solution to the
increased stress on the switches [174]. The only concern with
this method is that Vbat must be in the range between the
split voltage and the input voltage which limits the charger
operation.

Another way of decreasing the voltage stress on the
switches is to use a non-isolated three-level dc-dc converter
which allows to choose lower rated switches as well
as high frequency operation [175]–[180]. In this way,
smaller inductor can be chosen that reduces extra cost
and volume. Output and inductor current ripples are cut
down significantly for this topology compared to IBC and
conventional buck/boost converter [176]. A bidirectional
three-level asymmetrical voltage converter shown in Fig. 7(c)
has a similar working principle as IBC by adopting an
advanced control method [177], [178]. The converter is

controlled with a single controller operating at one frequency
and the resulting frequency in the coupling filter is double
the switching frequency. Current ripple here is significantly
lower compared to the half-bridge structure of non-isolated
dc-dc converters. A new circuit structure consisting of two
parallel three-level converters shown in Fig. 7(d) is proposed
to achieve high power operation [179]. This topology is
compatible with bipolar dc bus structure and eliminates the
balancing circuit for NPC ac-dc converter due to the proposed
active dc power management algorithm. However, with this
configuration, high dc link voltage ripple and circulating
current exist if multiple fast chargers operate simultaneously.
To address this issue, authors in [180] have modified
a parallel three-level dc-dc converter with an integrated
inductor structure. The inductor contains integrated magnetic
core with output and circulating windings that filter output
currents and thus, circulating current produced by the ac-dc
power stage is reduced.

VI. MULTIPORT CONVERTER BASED
EV CHARGING SYSTEM
In the last few years, there has been a growing interest in
the advancement of multiport converters for EV charging
that can integrate various dc sources (PV, Energy Storage),
grid, and multiple loads (EV Battery) with only one single-
stage power conversion system [181], [182]. In a smart
microgrid, combining EVs and renewable energy sources
including energy storage units provides electricity to the loads
during peak hours resulting in minimization of load shedding
and additionally, improving power quality. Utilization of
multiport converters as an EV charger guarantees higher
efficiency due to reduced number of power stages and dc
power flow between PV and EV battery directly, high-
power density, small scale communication infrastructure
requirement, and cost reduction. An EV charging station
based on solar panels, energy storage devices, and multiport
inverters in ac connected system is shown in Fig. 8. In [183],
authors have designed a 10 kW EV charger that receives
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FIGURE 8. Block diagram of an EV off-board charging station including energy storage (ES) and PV panels based on the multiport inverter.

power from PV arrays and three-phase ac grid. The three-
port EV charger consists of a unidirectional dc-dc power
stage based on interleaved boost topology for the PV,
a bidirectional dc-ac inverter (three-phase voltage source
inverter) for the grid, and a bidirectional isolated dc-dc
converter based on interleaved flyback topology for the EV
side. An internal dc link is used to exchange power due to the
dc nature of EV and PV and hence, overall system efficiency
is increased. Further, bidirectionality of the power converter
for the grid and EV side facilitates V2G operation. The
interleaved flyback converter operates in quasi-resonant soft
switching while interleaved boost and three-phase voltage
source inverter maintain hard switching. The developed
closed-loop control allows four different power flow modes,
i.e., PV to EV, grid to EV, PV to grid, EV to grid. The research
work presented in [184], introduces an isolated multiport
converter to integrate PV, grid, energy storage, and EV. The
main converter is basically designed by incorporating triple
active bridge (TAB) converter, bidirectional dc-dc converter
for EV interface, dc-dc unidirectional converter for PV port,
and ac-dc bidirectional converter in the grid side. One major
benefit of this configuration is that it can be extended to N
different dc buses through a multi-winding transformer and
thereby, integration of various dc sources is done reliably.
Despite the inherent soft switching offered by the TAB
converter, other power stages suffer from hard switching
significantly while delivering high power. In [185], a four-
port converter has been proposed that integrates PV, EV,

energy storage, and ac grid aiming at achieving high-power
density and compact design with the sacrifice of galvanic
isolation. Three sub-converters within the main four-port
converter are connected via a dc bus. The dc-dc power stage
for EV port is unidirectional and so, V2G operation is not
feasible here. In study [186], authors have proposed a three-
port converter for dc/dc/dc system considering both single-
phase and three-phase ac ports. The total number of switches
for single and three-phase three-port converter are four and
six respectively. In both configurations, i.e., two legs like anH
bridge or three legs like the conventional three-phase inverter,
each leg can be used as an inverter and as a buck-boost
converter simultaneously. The power flow between the ac port
and dc port-1 is based on conventional full-bridge topology,
whereas, the converter acts as a buck-boost converter between
dc port-1 and dc port-2. Simplicity in design, higher power
density, bidirectionality in all ports, andmodularitymake it an
appropriate multiport converter for EV charging applications.
The power flow modes among the three ports are managed
by developing multivariable control method such as finite
control set model predictive control. However, hard switching
and non-isolation among ports are the major disadvantages.
Further, in article [187], an EV station has been proposed
based on 100kW three-phase four-port converter integrating
PV, energy storage, EV, and ac grid. Unlike several power
converters connecting to a common dc bus, this architecture
offers lower power conversion stages and so, the number
of electrical components is highly reduced. Power converter
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TABLE 8. Summary of existing multiport EV chargers.

connected in ac port exchanges power with utility grid while
maintaining low THD and high-power factor. EV port is
connected through an external buck converter that supports

unidirectional power flow and therefore, V2G is not possible
here. In addition, the architecture employs a series power
conversion structure from EV port to energy storage,
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contributing to single point of failure and thereupon, the
reliable operation becomes an issue. Furthermore, an EV
ultra-fast charging station based on CHB converter for
medium voltage grid is proposed [188]. The cost and weight
of the low frequency transformer for medium voltage grid
can be saved by using CHB converter, as THD becomes low.
The charging station is constituted by CHB converter, split
energy storage, and medium frequency transformer-based
dual half-bridge dc-dc converter. Dual half-bridge converter
offers isolation, better control capabilities, bidirectionality,
and soft switching over a wide operating range. This modular
architecture is capable of handling high power and charging
multiple EVs at the same time. The key demerit lies in
the absence of renewable energy port. The work in [189],
illustrates a three-port converter that performs the task of
dc-dc power stage in EV charger. The three-port converter
comprises DAB converter and series resonant converter for
slow and fast charging respectively. On the port-2 side,
the series resonant tank is followed by full-bridge rectifier,
whereas, on the port-3, there is only an active bridge rectifier
for slow charging. EV battery or energy storage can be
connected in port-3, while only EVs are connected on port-2.
The three ports are coupled by a three-winding transformer
that offers isolation and turns ratios for different voltage
levels. This architecture improves power density and lowers
component cost. Also, high power can be delivered due
to modularity while charging multiple EVs simultaneously.
To reduce switching loss in the input active bridge and
transformer RMS current, a control method using phase
shift and frequency modulation has been developed. One
disadvantage of the converter is that port-2 is unidirectional
which disables V2G operation during fast charging. In [190],
a similar converter structure is proposed as a dc-dc power
stage except for the port-2 side. The converter looks like a
TAB converter where the secondary side is connected to the
primary side through a multi- winding transformer. Isolation,
bidirectionality in all ports, high efficiency, and better control
capabilities are the main advantages. However, these three-
port converters in [188]–[190] neglect the inclusion of PV
as a power source. An interleaved boost and DAB-based
novel single-stage three-port converter has been proposed
in [191] for the dc-dc-ac system. Between the dc and ac
port, the converter works based on DAB topology, while
between the dc ports, the main topology is interleaved boost.
SPWM modulation along with DPS modulation is used here
which requires neither optimization nor complex control.
The total number of switches is eight and ac output is
achievable through modulation without any additional stage
on the secondary side. Although soft switching is preserved
inherently in DAB, hard switching is common for interleaved
boost converter. In [192], a 3.5 kW three-port converter
consisting of full-bridge rectifier in ac grid and two half-
bridge dc-dc converters in EV and PV side is demonstrated.
Simple design and control, bidirectionality in ac port, low
THD, and unitary power factor are the advantages, whereas,
absence of electrical isolation and hard switching are the

impediments for utilizing it as an EV charger practically.
A summary of the reviewed multiport EV chargers has been
presented in Table 8.

VII. CONTROL METHODS FOR AC–DC RECTIFIERS
The main control goals for the ac-dc power stage include
power factor correction, drawing sinusoidal input current,
and regulation of dc link voltage. In this section, control
methods of the previously mentioned topologies in ac-
dc rectification are studied extensively. Our review here
is mainly focused on fulfilling control objectives for EV
charging. Also, a comparison of the various control methods
used for different ac-dc rectifiers is provided in Table 9 and
Table 10.

A. CONTROL OF THREE-PHASE BUCK AND SWISS
RECTIFIER
The present Swiss Rectifier (SR) utilizes a double loop
PWM control scheme that includes dc link voltage and
current control loop. In addition, a feed-forward control loop
is incorporated to directly generate input current forming
voltage [48], [58]. The switching signals of SR are generated
based on the modulation ratio and phase information.
Analogously, in [61], a feedback PWM control is described
for five-level three-phase buck rectifiers to regulate dc link
voltage and ac currents. The overall control architecture
consists of three control loops, i.e., a slow outer control
loop for regulating dc link voltage and two fast inner current
control loops for generating dc link voltage references which
are eventually used to determine the relative on-time of the
active switches. This control method is capable of achieving
uniform distribution of current in the dc link inductors. The
abovementioned PWM control strategies lead to duty cycle
loss and hence, modulation ratio is automatically increased.
As a consequence, input current distortion is not minimized.
The control method introduced in [62], not only employs
dual-loop control as discussed earlier but also mitigates
the detrimental impacts of duty cycle loss by incorporating
phase shift angle compensation into the closed-loop control
according to adaptive algorithm as shown in Fig. 9.

B. CONTROL OF VIENNA RECTIFIER
Several control methods of VR have been employed in the
literature for EV charging applications such as hybrid linear-
nonlinear control [193], mixed-signal based control [194],
model predictive control [195], synergetic vector control [67],
and voltage oriented control [196] in order to fulfill certain
objectives; for instance, PFC control, neutral point voltage
balancing, current tracking under disturbances, reduction of
dc link voltage ripple, mitigation of THD in the input current,
attaining unity power factor, and reducing the losses. The
comprehensive control structure of VR as an EV charger
contains three necessary functional blocks such as output
current control, grid current control, and dc link voltage
control as depicted in Fig. 10 [67]. The output current
control block having the lowest bandwidth sets output current
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FIGURE 9. Control scheme of a three-phase Swiss rectifier.

reference and determines input conductance of the rectifier
by measuring the output voltage. Reference phase currents
are compared with the measured phase current in grid current
control block, resulting in generating the references of ac
input voltage. Finally, dc link voltage control is utilized to
regulate dc link voltage and load current. Interaction of these
three functional blocks leads to the generation of three-level
duty cycle that fulfills the overall control objectives.

C. CONTROL OF THREE-PHASE BOOST RECTIFIER
Several current control strategies can be applied on TPSSBR
to attain high quality input currents [197]. Direct current
control methods provide better performance in comparison
with direct power control methods due to disturbances
and voltage spikes from the grid [198]. Average current
control scheme is one kind of direct current control method
for digital implementation [199]. TPSSBR can also be
controlled using simple hysteresis control [200]. However,
this method yields variable switching frequency and hence,
EMI filter design becomes difficult. In study [77], a control
strategy has been developed that minimizes the input current
harmonics by adding a common mode duty ratio term to the
feedback controller’s output. In addition, the method does
not require ac voltage sensors and hence, cost is reduced.
Input voltages are estimated through mathematical modeling
of dc-link voltage ripple, PWM states, and phase currents.
Asmentioned before, under unbalanced operating conditions,
harmonics appear at the dc-link voltage. An analytical
expression of instantaneous power at the dc link side
has been derived in [79] that suggests a link between
second-order harmonic term and dc-link voltage ripple
under unbalanced voltage supply. A PI cascaded control
strategy has been implemented to remove the harmonic
component and maintain constant dc-link voltage. Besides,
the developed control keeps the power factor close to unity

under unbalanced voltage supply conditions. In [78], a control
scheme of two parallel TPSSBRs for high power operation
is discussed. Average model of the parallel converters has
been developed and then, zero-sequence dynamics have been
predicted. A zero-sequence current control loop is designed
to reduce the circulating current generated by the parallel
operation. The average current control can be implemented
on TPSSBR based on six-step PWM and three-step PWM
methods. In six-step PWM method, line cycle of input phase
voltages is split into six 60◦ segments in such a way that
none of the three phase voltages alter their signs on that
segment. In contrast, for three-step PWM method, line cycle
of input voltages is divided into three 120◦ segments and
one phase voltage must be greater or smaller than the other
two phase voltage on that segment. The authors in [76] have
provided a comparison between these two PWM methods
for TPSSBR and it has been found that three-step PWM
displays lower THD and higher power factor compared to
six-step PWM method. A space vector control architecture
based on d-q transformation for TPSSBR is exhibited in
Fig. 11. Implementation of this control method ensures
power factor correction, drawing sinusoidal input current, and
regulating dc-link voltage. AC quantities are transformed into
d-q domain which leads to negligible tracking error while
using the PI controllers. Three PI controllers are utilized
to control current components (id , iq) and dc-link voltage.
Current control is achieved using inner current control loop
and dc link voltage is regulated by outer voltage control loop.
To achieve the unit power factor, reference q axis current,
iq∗ is set to zero. In [201], a start-up process for TPSSBR is
discussed in detail which guarantees that inrush currents do
not go beyond the specified limit. In addition, dc-link voltage
increases gradually to its reference value and does not show
any overshoot. Initially, all the switches are off and at this
moment, bulk capacitor is pre-charged through antiparallel
diodes and inrush limiting resistors.When the boost operation
of the switches is enabled, a duty cycle soft start control is
implemented to restrict the inrush current with overcurrent
protection level.

D. CONTROL OF MULTILEVEL AC–DC CONVERTER
1) CONTROL OF FLYING CAPACITOR MULTILEVEL AC–DC
CONVERTER
For FCMLC, capacitor voltage balancing is a prime control
task to perform; otherwise, voltage stress across the switches
will be increased, requiring high-rated switches. Valley
current mode control- a sort of current limit control, is used
to balance the capacitor voltage [203]. Based on capacitor
voltage states, a set of essential conditions is developed
to ensure the balance of median capacitor voltage levels.
Undamped dynamics of FCMLC capacitor voltage states
are considered, as they represent the worst-case scenario
of voltage balancing. However, this method doesn’t work
well at light load condition. To cover both heavy and light
load condition, constant effective duty cycle compensation
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FIGURE 10. Control structure of a three-phase vienna rectifier including output current control, grid current control, and dc link voltage control blocks.

FIGURE 11. Control method of a three-phase boost rectifier based on d-q axis transformation.

is implemented [110]. The main control principle is about
adjusting the duty cycles and the phase shifts of switching
signals so that capacitor charging and discharging become
independent of load. After sampling and averaging the
valley current, the farthest current value from the average
value is determined. Difference from the average current
is considered as an error and later used to adjust the duty
cycle and the phase shift. In [97], a start-up controller
is developed for the modular FCMLC converter to avoid
inrush current during pre-charging of floating capacitors.
Further, inner current loop controls the charging current,
whereas, outer voltage loop regulates the average dc voltage.
Furthermore, the feedforward loop, the reference voltages,
and currents are generated by the PI controller and so, equal
charging of the submodule’s outer capacitors is ensured.
FCMLC necessitates smaller filter inductors due to its high
operating frequency. This poses challenges in PFC control,
as current phase leading is larger. To overcome this issue,
a PFC control method similar to conventional multiloop
control is developed as shown in Fig. 12 [104]. Achieving
unit power factor and low THD in input current depends on
producing in-phase current reference, i∗ for the inner control
loop. A PLL based on adaptive notch filter is developed
to confirm that input current and voltage phase match very

well. The inner current loop generates duty ratio which in
turn guarantees that the average inductor current tracks i∗
properly. By scaling the magnitude of the input current, the
outer voltage loop regulates the dc-link voltage. PI controller
is used as a compensator for the voltage loop gain. The
crossover frequency should be selected in a way such that
dc-link voltage ripple at twice line frequency is attenuated.
Finally, the feedforward control term is added to the duty
ratio to predict the disturbance from the rectified sine wave
and thus, its impact is neutralized. Moreover, in [106],
similar PFC control is adopted for the interleaved FCMLC
converter that performs additional control tasks considering
equal current sharing between the interleaved stages.

2) CONTROL OF CASCADED H-BRIDGE MULTILEVEL
AC–DC CONVERTER
The control objectives of the CHB multilevel converter
mainly consist of active and reactive power control on the
grid side, minimization of grid impact caused by unbalanced
load condition, balancing of capacitor voltages in CHB
submodules, and facilitating charging and discharging for the
dc-dc stage. The work reported in [89], presents a control
technique with SVPWM regarding voltage control on the
grid side. Capacitor voltage balancing is also accomplished
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FIGURE 12. Control scheme of a 7-level flying capacitor multilevel converter.

FIGURE 13. (a) Control method of a modular multilevel converter based on cascaded H-bridge structure. (b) Voltage-oriented control of a 3-level
neutral point clamped multilevel converter.

with the implementation of this method. In [204], authors
have adopted a voltage-oriented control as a conventional grid
connection solution to balance the dc link capacitors. The
control structure is formed by the combination of cascaded
control loop, synchronous frame transformation, and PLL.
The outer control loop regulates the dc-link voltage which
is adjusted by the requirement of active power of the system.
Additionally, inner loop controls d-q axis current components
and then, reference voltages are modulated with phase-
shifted PWM. Likewise, a d-q control is designed in [86],
which sets active current reference and reactive current
reference for dc-link voltage regulation and unity power
factor. SPWM is used here for switching pulse generation.
Similar active and reactive power control has been developed
that features independent control of id and iq [87]. In [98],
a single-phase d-q decoupled controller is used to control
the power factor and regulate individual dc voltages of the
CHB converter. By applying grid voltage-oriented method,

active and reactive power can be decoupled. Active and
reactive power references are set and thereby, reactive power
is compensated at the grid side. Also, a unified control
method to balance the CHBdc voltages is shown in Fig. 13(a).
which works in both charging and discharging modes of the
EV battery. If reference current, id∗ is negative, the power
flow occurs from EV to grid while positive id∗ specifies
power direction from grid to EV. During charging, 1dd1
will decrease to make modulation index, M1 smaller and
thus, the disturbance will be rejected. Conversely, while
battery is being discharged, with this control method, 1dd1
will increase to make M1 larger and so, the disturbance is
suppressed, as dc bus voltage is also increased.

3) CONTROL OF NEUTRAL POINT CLAMPED
MULTILEVEL AC–DC CONVERTER
For controlling the NPC multilevel converter, similar
approaches as CHB dc link voltage control can be employed.
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TABLE 9. Summary of existing control methods for AC-DC rectifiers in EV chargers.

In study [205], the output control loop regulates dc-link
voltage and the inner current loop addresses the dc side
voltage imbalance. On top of this, feedforward compensation
is adopted to minimize dynamic coupling between the grid
and NPC ac-dc converter. In bipolar dc bus architecture,
voltage-oriented control has three main blocks, namely,
dq to abc transformation block, PLL and PI controller
blocks for the regulation of NPC as shown in Fig. 13(b).
Besides, a voltage balance circuit controller is required
to extend the bipolar NPC operation for the entire load

range. The fundamental idea of this control is to generate
reference balancing current which is minimal to keep the
system balanced [113]. Further, in [116], another voltage
balance control with an extended controllable region has
been proposed that eliminates the requirement of voltage
balance circuit in bipolar bus NPC structure. To implement
the control, three different coordination rules are followed:
1) if the fast charger (dc-dc) is not working, NPC multilevel
converter is responsible for voltage balance control; 2) when
the fast chargers are operating and unbalanced power ratio
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TABLE 10. Summary of control methods for AC-DC multilevel converters in EV chargers.

falls into the controllable region, dc-dc power stage controls
voltage balancing; 3) if the fast chargers are working and
unbalanced power ratio is not limited to controllable region,
both dc-dc converter and NPC multilevel ac-dc converter
perform voltage balancing task. This control strategy is built
on three separate sections, i.e., constant current and constant
voltage charging method, voltage balance control of dc-
dc stage and NPC, and voltage-oriented control. Reference
current and voltage for charging process are set according
to EV battery charging profile and converter output current
is regulated by PI controller. Voltage-oriented control is
conventional and at the end, it generates modulation vector
and angle for SVPWM. Further, in [206], an average current
mode control is presented for three-level stacked NPC
converter to achieve high power factor and bidirectional
power flow. The objectives of the three control loops are
summarized: maintaining high power factor, minimization
of THD, regulating dc-link voltage, and the output filter
capacitor voltage balancing. Internal current loop takes care
of the power factor issue, external voltage loop is responsible
for dc-link voltage regulation and finally, differential voltage
loop keeps the voltages of the output capacitors balanced.

VIII. CONTROL METHODS FOR DC–DC CONVERTERS
In this section, control strategies of the aforementioned
topologies for the dc-dc power stages are discussed. Although

the converters have a wide range of available control methods
for several applications, we will limit our review here to the
control techniques of EV chargers only. The key control tasks
include regulating the battery voltage and supervising battery
charging and discharging. Summaries of the control methods
for different isolated and non-isolated dc-dc converters in
terms of controller type, sensor signal, control input, and
features are presented in Table 11 and Table 12 respectively.

A. CONTROL OF LLC RESONANT CONVERTER
There are a few control objectives that need to be ful-
filled while implementing an LLC converter with superior
performance. Light load efficiency improvement is one of
the pivotal control targets to accomplish for EV charging.
From the characteristic curve of the LLC converter, it is
noticeable that, while delivering power to light load, converter
switching frequency requires to be increased, resulting in
poor efficiency [123]. Burst mode control with constant burst-
on time and optimal switching pattern based on optimal
trajectory control can be employed to improve light load
efficiency [207]. When the load changes, burst-off time is
modulated, but the burst-on time remains the same to keep
the battery voltage ripple very low. PWMand pulse frequency
modulation (PFM) based hybrid modulation is also used to
deal with this issue. PFM is activated for heavy load, and then,
it is switched to PWM during light load condition. With the
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FIGURE 14. (a) Control strategy of EV battery charging with LLC converter. (a) Algorithm for charging mode selection. (b) Implementation of CC/CV
charging.

variation of the duty cycle of PWM, the voltage gain of the
LLC converter can be regulated and hence, ZCS is achieved
for the rectifier diodes, improving the efficiency [208].
Moreover, PWM plus PFM hybrid modulation can overcome
the PFM resolution limitation issue stemming from high
frequency operation while regulating the output voltage.

Operation near resonant frequency, fr leads to minimum
circulating current as well as ensuring ZVS and ZCS on the
primary and secondary switches respectively. Synchronous
rectification control method can track fr very well [209]. The
secondary side current is in phase with the gate driving signal
at fs= fr, and synchronous rectifier should be turned off as the
secondary side current goes to zero for tracking fr. Variable
dc-link voltage control is anothermethod used in EV charging
for the CLLC resonant converter to operate near fr [126].
The overall control structure is divided into current and
voltage control loop which regulates the battery voltage and
adjusts dc link voltage respectively [127]. DC link voltage is
increased with the battery voltage during charging, whereas,
the voltage drops at the time of discharging. The maximum
limit of dc link voltage is determined by the power rating
of the switching devices and capacitors. On the contrary,
minimum dc link voltage limitation is caused by ac-dc front-
end rectifier power requirement.

In general, frequency control method can be applied for the
LLC converter to charge the EV battery. The study in [124],
describes a control strategy based on frequency variation
for the interleaved LLC converter that allows independent
mode (converter-1) and simultaneous mode (converter-1 &
converter-2) of operation to cover a wide range of voltage
(i.e. 50V-420V). The switching frequency is controlled by
compensating the error between reference charging current
and output current in CC charging mode. Once the battery
voltage increases up to its certain set value (i.e. 100V), the
converter switches into simultaneous mode from independent
mode while being charged by constant current. Later, when
the voltage reaches a higher level (i.e. 250V), charging mode
switches to CV charging in which the frequency is controlled
by compensating error between the reference voltage and
battery voltage. Similarly, the converter designed in [125],

goes into transition among three modes such as full-bridge
converter with frequency modulation, dual-phase half-bridge
LLC, single-phase half-bridge LLC to facilitate CC charging
and CV charging. Initially, when the voltage is low, the
frequency is higher so that small current can be generated.
In that case, the convertermay operate in burst mode control if
the switching frequency exceeds the limitation. Finally, as the
reverse maximum voltage gain of LLC converter is unity,
a voltage compensation control method is used where dc link
voltage is increased so that dc-ac inverter can be grid-tied
and hence, V2G operation becomes feasible with LLC [129].
A control algorithm to select and implement proper battery
charging mode with LLC dc-dc converter is demonstrated
in Fig. 14.

B. CONTROL OF DUAL ACTIVE BRIDGE CONVERTER
For the implementation of dynamic control of DAB converter,
common practices among researchers include small signal
modeling and discrete-time average method for multi-phase
shift modulation that can capture the dynamics of the
system [131], [210]. The dynamic control mechanisms are
usually categorized mostly into three types such as power
computation-based control, direct inductance current control,
and load current feedforward technique [211]. The active
power flow between the two bridges for SPS modulation can
be written as below,

Po =
VinVoD(1− D)TS

2nL
(1)

where, D is the phase shift ratio for SPS modulation, L is
the equivalent inductance, n is transformer ratio, and Vin, Vo
are the input and output voltages respectively. Direct power
control strategy can be applied with PI controller of control
input D based on mathematical power model, regulating the
output voltage well [212]. This method brings significant
advantages in a control systemwhere input and output voltage
fluctuations are high. Unlike the conventional current mode
controller, load current feedforward method improves output
transient response of DAB converter under load disturbance
without the inclusion of any inner current modulator. For
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FIGURE 15. Control method of EV battery charging with dual active bridge topology.

FIGURE 16. Control method for battery voltage regulation with phase-shifted full-bridge converter.

direct inductance current control, inductor current is sensed
and with a novel modulation method like asymmetric double
side modulation in which D has varying nature, fast transient
response is achieved [213].

Although DPS and TPS modulation can extend the ZVS
range of DAB, they both incur large turn-off current.
Therefore, authors in [132], have utilized a combination of
SPS, DPS, and TPS based on optimized operational states
to secure ZVS for a wide output voltage and power range
with reduced turn-off current. In addition, dead band impact is
embedded into ZVS boundary for further extension ranging
from 200V to 450V. Prior to connecting to the EV battery,
output capacitor of the DAB should be pre-charged at no load
condition. The reference voltage of the closed-loop control
for charging should be increased slowly until it matches
the EV battery voltage. It is worth mentioning that due
to the higher dc link voltage (e.g. 800V) compared to the
initial output capacitor voltage (e.g. 0V), primary side voltage
waveform is a sort of narrow pulse while the secondary side
voltage is like a square waveform. This impedes switches
from damaging by large leakage inductor current. After
the pre-charging process, constant current (CC), constant
power (CP), and constant voltage (CV) charging take place
sequentially. Each charging mode corresponds to separate

operationalmodes of DAB converter on the basis of switching
modulation. As shown in Fig. 15, three PI controllers are
used for three charging modes and communications within
the controller allow smooth transitions from one operational
mode to another [132]. Besides, V2G and G2V transitions
are very easy and simple to execute attributable to the
symmetrical nature of the structure andwaveform of the DAB
primary and secondary bridge.

In study [136], operation modes based on minimum
transformer RMS current are selected for the three-level
DAB converter with blocking capacitors. Generally, DAB
converter suffers from conduction and copper losses due to
high transformer RMS current. An algorithm is developed
considering the mathematical model of normalized active
power, phase shift ratio, and normalized transformer current
to eliminate five operating modes out of sixteen modes that
generate high transformer RMS current.

DC link capacitor between the ac-dc and dc-dc power stage
is a key obstacle to achieve high-power density for the EV
charger because of the fact that its volume is dependent on
the ripple power at the double line frequency while charging
the dc current. To address this issue, the concept of sinusoidal
charging which allows power ripple at two times the line
frequency to the EV battery is utilized so that ripple power
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stored in the dc link capacitor can be reduced [214]. The
charging current of the battery will be as follows,

ibat=
√
2 Vacsin(ωt)

√
2Iacsin(ωt)
Vbat

= Ibat (1− cos2ωt) (2)

where, Ibat is the average charging current and Vbat is
the EV battery voltage. DAB converter is responsible for
the sinusoidal charging while ac-dc stage performs PFC
and dc link voltage regulation. Unlike a low bandwidth
PI controller, achieving sinusoidal charging requires a high
bandwidth control method so that power between the ac grid
and the EV battery is balanced. Control input (phase shift
ration, D) to output (battery current, ibat ) transfer function
is obtained after developing the small signal modeling of
DAB converter. Low pass filter is used here to attenuate the
switching noise. The reference value of ibat is taken from
the EV charging profile and phase details are extracted from
the PLL.

C. CONTROL OF PHASE-SHIFTED FULL-BRIDGE
CONVERTER
Control objectives of a phase-shifted full-bridge (PSFB)
converter can be accomplished in a similar manner to
DAB converter control. SPS modulation is a very common
switching technique when it comes to control the PSFB
converter. The output power and voltage can be controlled
with the slight change of a phase shift angle. When the
charging continues in CC mode, Vbat increases linearly with
the decrease of the phase shift angle. After reaching up
to a certain rated value, CV charging mode is initiated.
In CV mode, the output voltage is regulated with the gradual
increase of phase shift angle as shown in Fig. 16. Soft
switching is achievedwith SPS-PWM technique for the entire
CC and CV region [155]. However, at light load condition,
soft switching is difficult to achieve and the duty cycle
is small. As a consequence, circulating loss and switching
loss turn out to be significant. The unified control method
presented in [215], can be divided into three parts: phase
shift control under heavy load, PWM switching control under
light load, and PWMswitching control with burst mode under
no load condition. PWM switching control results in lower
circulating loss compared to phase shift control and hence,
transition to PWM during light load condition increases
efficiency. Switching loss is also reduced by PWM switching
control under light load condition but full ZVS range cannot
be secured without increasing the resonant inductor value.
Further, burst mode at no load condition improves efficiency
too. Employing this control under light load condition,
efficiency is reported to be increased by 26%. In work [216],
another hybrid mode control is adopted to improve efficiency
in both heavy load and light load condition. The main
idea is to decrease the turns ratio of the transformer and
thereby, the circulating current is reduced using only phase
shift control. Additionally, applying asymmetrical PWM
can provide stability including higher battery voltage if the
turns ratio is smaller. Finally, adaptive dead time control

FIGURE 17. Control of EV battery charging with three-phase interleaved
charger (a) dc link voltage and grid current control (b) EV battery current
and voltage regulation.

is combined with the previously mentioned techniques,
developing hybrid control for PSFB to reduce the loss further.
Despite the simplicity and popularity of PI controller for
PSFB converter, model predictive control (MPC) is highly
effective nowadays to deal with multiple physical constraints
of the system while optimizing the cost function considering
multiple objectives. The study presented in [217], discusses
the MPC strategy that uses the system dynamics to transform
nonlinear peak inductor current constraint into a dynamic
linear constraint. The control objective of this method is to
track the battery voltage according to the set values while
satisfying several constraints in the system. Authors have also
reported better performance by MPC technique compared to
PI controller in terms of mean square error while rejecting
disturbance. Moreover, common duty ratio control has been
designed in [218] for multiple connected PSFB converters
to deliver high power. The primary purpose of this control
is to ensure equal sharing of the dc link voltage and load
current among the connected converters so that circulating
losses are minimized and power imbalance does not occur.
Small signal average model, as well as steady state dc model
have been developed, and Type II compensator is considered
as a voltage and current controller.

D. CONTROL OF NON-ISOLATED CONVERTER
Interleaving technique offers many benefits such as high-
power flow capability, lower stress on power devices,
reduction of current ripple, and possibility of increased
switching frequency in EV charger applications. The very
common control target of an interleaved converter is to ensure
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TABLE 11. Summary of control methods for isolated DC-DC converters in EV chargers.

equal current sharing among the phases, avoiding power
imbalance and overall efficiency reduction. The control
method introduced in [168], provides a wide battery voltage
range with ripple-free battery current as shown in Fig. 17. The
general equation to determine the dc link reference voltage,

V ∗dc can be written as follows,

V ∗dc =


N

floor(
NV ∗bat
Vdc,min

)
V ∗batV

∗
bat ≤ Vdc,min

V ∗bat V ∗bat ≥ Vdc,min

(3)
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Although there is no contemporary unanimity on the
allowable battery current ripple for fast chargers, the best
practice is to keep it as minimum as possible for the longevity
of the battery life. Two separate PI controllers for voltage and
current control purposes have been designed during CV and
CC charging. In case of both modes, the controller adapts
reference battery voltage, V ∗bat which in turn changes duty
ratio to track reference battery current and voltage. Battery
current is free of ripple for both modes of operation and
EV battery voltage range between 200V and 800V can be
achieved with the adoption of this method. In study [167],
a novel interleaved buck converter is proposedwhereCin1 and
Cin2 are used to equalize the current between the two phases if
there exists any duty cycle mismatch. In addition, a simple PI
controller has been designed to regulate the battery voltage.
The work in [219], presents a decoupling control method
including PI controller, where three independent control
loops are formulated to track reference battery current and
make the circulating current zero. The reference battery
current varies according to the oncoming vehicles in the
charging station. This control scheme has been developed
digitally and experimentally validated in a hardware in
loop (HIL) testbed. The study in [220], describes a discrete-
time model of the converter followed by the introduction
of one primary PID controller and multiple secondary
PI controllers which regulate current for each leg of the
converter and maintain robustness under load variations.
During pre-charging, the current controller guarantees a
gradual ramp up of battery current and later, constant current
flow increases the battery voltage until the constant voltage
mode is initiated. The output battery current control and
inductor current sharing problem are addressed separately by
average duty cycle control and circulating current control.
Moreover, sliding mode control which is very popular in
power electronics owing to its robustness with respect to
variations in parameters and disturbances is adopted for
the eight-phase synchronous buck converter to fulfill goals
such as robust output voltage regulation, phase current
equalization, and switching frequency regulation [171]. The
control scheme is set up as a master and slave configuration
where each phase is triggered as the master one. The
overall control structure comprises three tasks- a power
management algorithm that decides whether the phases
should be connected or not based on the power delivery to the
load, a rotatory master technique that balances the working
of the phases, and a frequency controller that regulates the
switching frequency.

IX. GRID IMPACTS
Unplanned installation of fast charging stations and uncon-
trolled fast charging may pose several critical issues such
as peak loading, power quality degradation, reduce reserve
margins, grid stability degradation, voltage deviations, eco-
nomic loss, grid asset loss, overloading, and reliability
problems [221]–[239]. A fast charger requires significant
amount of power within a short period of time which reshapes

the load curve and the situation gets worse if multiple EVs are
being charged simultaneously [221]. Therefore, integration
of renewable energy sources, smart charging techniques,
location planning, and EV scheduling are indeed necessary
to supervise the peak demand efficiently [222]–[226].
Various power quality issues such as harmonic distortion,
voltage fluctuations, and supra-harmonics appear due to the
integration of fast charging stations [227]–[231]. The power
electronics system of EV charger is responsible for the
harmonic injection to the grid. For ABB Terra 53J charging
station, it has been found that the average current THD is
around 11% in CC charging mode, whereas, the current
THD range lies between 9.3% and 30.7% in CV charging
mode [228]. The harmonic analysis is typically done in the
frequency range below 2kHz. In case of the fast charging
station, as the trend is to increase the frequency to reduce the
size of passive components, it may lead to supra-harmonics
(2kHz -150kHz) distortions [229]. Supra-harmonics can
cause excessive heating, lifetime shortening, malfunctioning
of the grid equipment including tripping of residual current
devices. Impacts may become more severe for the weak
grid which is characterized by low short circuit ratio, low
X /R ratio of distribution line, and high impedance [230].
Harmonic distortion and supra-harmonics can be alleviated
by the selection and proper design of ac-dc front end
rectifier and input filter. Another power quality issue, namely,
voltage fluctuations arise due to fast charging of EVs.
In study [231], authors have demonstrated that voltage
fluctuation increases on the bus increases if the charging
power goes up. Voltage deviations beyond specified limit
lead to economic penalty. In [232], authors have proposed
a charging control method to mitigate voltage fluctuation
and light flicker. In article [233], authors have described
that distribution network suffers from voltage instability,
reliability issues, power losses, and economic losses if EV
charging station is placed on weak buses. Grid stability is
a major concern if fast charging is not controlled properly.
In [234], authors have performed a stability test on IEEE
3-bus system which demonstrates that fast charging station
reduces the grid stability. Also, it takes a higher time to settle
back into pre-disturbance conditions once the disturbance is
removed from the system. Authors in [235], have modeled
the fast-charging station in d-q frame and from the analysis,
it is apparent that source side and load side parameters
of the charging station influence the stability. Additionally,
it has been shown in [236] that CC charging pushes the grid
closer to the unstable region more in comparison with CV
charging. Integration of renewable energy sources and energy
storage to the charging station can improve the stability. Grid
assets such as transformers and line cables are affected by
the integration of fast charging stations [237]–[239]. Fast
charging can overload the distribution transformers which
may lead to insulation failure [237]. Further, the necessity for
installing underground cable, overhead line, and transformer
with higher capacity is increased. Furthermore, transformer
lifetime is reduced with the increased penetration of the
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TABLE 12. Summary of control methods for NON-ISOLATED interleaved DC-DC converters in EV chargers.

EVs [238]. Several smart charging strategies have been
proposed to mitigate the impact of the EV fast charging on
the transformer aging, loss, and overloading [240]–[242].
V2G is an emerging technology that can lessen the negative
influences of fast charging and provides various merits
such as active power regulation, reactive power support,
grid stability improvement, current harmonics minimiza-
tion, peak load shaving, reliability improvement, frequency
and voltage regulation, and support to renewable energy
sources [243].

X. SUMMARY
In this section, the overall synthesis of the fast charging
station architecture and the power converter topologies for
the ac-dc and dc-dc power stage is presented. The two
common architectures of the EV off-board charging station
based on ac and dc connected system have been discussed in
this paper. DC connected off-board chargers provide various
benefits such as flexible integration of renewable energy
sources, reduced number of power conversion stages, higher
efficiency, and simple control for the transition between
islanding and grid-connected mode. However, power rating
of the central ac-dc rectifier is very high. In addition, overall
system reliability depends immensely on the central ac-
dc rectifier. Complex protection devices are required, and
the protection guidelines are not well established for this
architecture. In case of V2G operation, the situation becomes
worse. On the other hand, although ac connected system
has a higher number of power stages and low efficiency,
the overall system reliability is improved. Additionally, the
power rating of the ac-dc rectifier is comparatively lower.
The protection devices are not sophisticated and there are
matured protection guidelines and standards available for
the ac connected system. Therefore, EV charging station
based on ac connected system is preferable. Until now,

most of the renowned EV charging facilities such as ABB,
Tesla, Porsche adopts ac connected system for their off-board
chargers.

For the ac-dc power stage of an EV off-board charger,
seven topologies have been discussed exhaustively in the
previous sections. Boost-type rectifiers are more suitable for
high power applications as the current is lower. In contrast,
buck-type rectifiers such as TPBR and SR increase the
current which leads to additional challenges and higher cost
in the design of the off-board charger. Both TPSSBR and
VR step up the voltage at the dc-link and hence, current is
decreased. Although TPSSBR provides simplicity, VR has
higher power density and lower switching loss. In addition,
VR being a three-level topology has lower input current
ripple and less voltage stress on the devices compared
to the two-level topology of TPSSBR. Multilevel ac-dc
converter topologies such as CHB, NPC, and FCMLC feature
improved power quality, modularity, and reduced stress on
the switches. However, in general, reliability and cost are
the major concerns due to the high number of switches
and associated driving circuitry. In case of NPC, additional
balancing circuit is required, and thermal management is
difficult due to unsymmetrical loss distribution. Control of
FCMLC is challenging and to be more specific, the situation
gets worse in the three-phase configuration of FCMLC with
increased levels due to the high number of voltage vectors
and computational burden. There are two configurations
of VRs (unidirectional and bidirectional) presented in this
paper. The bidirectional VR (also known as three-phase three-
level T-type rectifier) which utilizes bidirectional switches
instead of diodes in the bridge supports V2G operation
and provides higher efficiency as well. Therefore, taking
several criteria such as efficiency, power density, reliability,
bidirectionality, cost, power quality, modularity, and control
into consideration, it can be deduced that bidirectional VR is
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the most suitable topology for the ac-dc power stage of EV
off-board charger.

For the dc-dc power stage, both isolated and non-isolated
converters have been reviewed comprehensively that provide
modularity, high power operation, high efficiency, high power
density, and high reliability. Along with these advantages,
LLC resonant converter also features soft switching capa-
bilities which facilitate high frequency operation. However,
the voltage gain is less than unity in reverse operation
which causes difficulties in V2G mode especially when the
battery voltage is lower. In addition, as the battery voltage is
regulated by frequency, it is very challenging to operate near
resonant frequency given that EVs have a very wide range
of battery voltage. DAB is another isolated dc-dc topology
in which bidirectional operation can be achieved very easily
by changing the polarity of the phase shift between input
and output bridge switching waveforms. Also, battery voltage
is regulated by phase shift rather than frequency. With TPS
modulation, DAB converter can achieve soft switching for a
very wide range of battery voltage. However, the circulating
current generated by the DAB converter operation increases
the conduction loss. PSFB converter brings simplicity in
control compared to DAB and LLC converter. But the
efficiency is reduced due to the diodes in the output bridge
and the absence of soft switching for a wide range of battery
voltage if it is compared with the DAB converter. Further,
bidirectional power flow cannot be achieved which is a major
drawback. Soft switching range of the DAB converter can
be extended by adding a resonant tank in the conventional
DAB architecture. This configuration is known as DAB
resonant converter which reduces the circulating current
and with proper optimization, reactive power can be fully
eliminated. Additionally, sinusoidal current flows through the
transformer and thereby, conduction loss is less compared
to DAB converter where inductor current contains higher-
order harmonics leading to high RMS current. Magnetic
and leakage inductance of the transformer can be used as
a resonant component and hence, the power density is not
reduced that much compared to DAB. DAB CLLC converter
has a symmetrical resonant tank and so, bidirectional
operation is accomplished easily. With proper design and
modulation strategy, DABCLLC provides better performance
compared to other DAB resonant converters and can achieve
soft switching for the complete range of EV battery voltage.
Based on the comparative discussion regarding isolated dc-
dc converter, it can be inferred that DAB CLLC is the
most attractive choice for the dc-dc power stage of an EV
off-board charger. In case of non-isolated dc-dc converter,
as the galvanic isolation is performed by low frequency
transformer, cost and size of the system are enhanced. The
benefit lies in the simple design and control of a non-isolated
converter. To exploit the benefit of easy design and hardware
implementation including bidirectional power flow control,
a three-phase interleaved buck converter is an appropriate
choice that provides modularity, high power operation, high
efficiency, extremely low output ripple, and low cost.

XI. FUTURE RESEARCH TRENDS
The future research prospects should be directed in such a
way so that several barriers to the successful growth and
maturity of the EV industry can be dealt with systematically
and efficiently. Ultra-fast charging station development can
provide the EV users a fueling experience by charging the EV
battery within 10-15 minutes. This necessitates exhaustive
research in charging cable, cooling method, protection
devices, efficient power converter design with wide band-
gap semiconductor devices to handle high power, solid-
state transformers, integration of PV, and energy storage.
The partial power converters are gaining interest for EV
fast charging that process only a fraction of the full power
available [244]–[246]. This design reduces size and cost
while increasing the efficiency of the system. Utilization of
well-suited topologies for EV fast charging in partial power
processing framework can be investigated in the upcoming
days. Besides, the research trend is heading towards wireless
charging which can be categorized as inductive power
transfer, magnetic power transfer, and capacitive power
transfer [247], [248]. Vehicle to grid (V2G) and vehicle to
home (V2H) technology are not still matured yet. Further,
research and development in wireless V2G operation are
essential. Although grid following control methods such as
droop control, real and reactive control are well established
in the literature, grid forming control for the charging station
equipped with renewable energy sources or for V2H oper-
ation, is an emerging topic [249]–[255]. Rapid discharging
during V2G operation causes negative impacts on the battery
health. Attention should be given to the development of
solid-state battery, cell and pack design, battery management
system, and electrolyte/electrode stability [256]. With the
exponential expansion of EV charging stations, environment
compatibility is a big concern which creates research needs
in heat dissipation, noise mitigation, and shielding against
EMI of the charging station. Also, the grid must be capable of
delivering a huge amount of power to the increased EVs on
the road without causing negative impacts. Smart charging
should be implemented in which charging behavior is
shaped based on peak demand, renewable source generation,
dynamic price, and need of EV owners [257]–[259]. Artificial
intelligence-based control algorithms can provide a superior
performance when it comes to take a smart decision regarding
EV charging load prediction, driving range estimation,
and dynamic pricing [260]–[262]. Moreover, cyber security
assessment of the charging infrastructure as well as the
vehicle is an important factor to consider. Critical data related
to the charging system, location, vehicle owner, payment
info can be stolen [263]. In addition, accessibility in the
remote control of the EV is possible through malicious
cyber-attacks. Therefore, research efforts must be made on
cyber security, resiliency, reliability, protection of user and
grid data against malicious attacks. Although ac charging is
available in residential areas at present times, low power dc
charging stations will be established at home and workplace
in the future. Moreover, charging infrastructure should be
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intelligent, digitalized, smart grid compatible, and embedded
with the advanced communication system.

XII. CONCLUSION
This paper comprehensively discusses the present status,
technical details, and challenges of the power converter
topologies and their control methods for the EV off-board
chargers. To reduce the charging time significantly, high-
power dc fast and ultra-fast off-board chargers are being
developed which are located outside the vehicle, unlike on-
board chargers. Extensive analysis of ac-dc rectifier and dc-
dc converter topologies suitable for fast charging is provided
here. Additionally, a comparative investigation of the power
converter topologies in terms of various parameters such
as power, frequency, voltage range, THD, peak efficiency,
switching modulation including merits and demerits has been
carried out. Since EVs extract a high amount of power
from the grid, a multiport EV charger integrating PV, energy
storage, EV, and grid is an attractive solution to reduce
the high demand charges during peak hours. A review
of the existing three-port and four-port converters used in
EV charging is presented in this article. Moreover, control
methods of the ac-dc rectifiers and dc-dc converters are
thoroughly studied for EV fast charging applications. The
common control objectives of the ac-dc rectifiers include
reduction of THD, maintaining high power factor, and
regulating dc link voltage. The dc-dc converters control
techniques mainly aim at facilitating CC-CV charging,
regulating battery voltage, enabling V2G operation, and
reducing current ripple. Control schemes of multiport EV
chargers are at an early stage and require exhaustive research
efforts in the future. An overall summary focusing on
preferable architecture and power converter topology of the
EV fast charging station is provided. Installation of the
fast charging station has several impacts on the grid and
thus, proper planning, coordination, and control are required.
The widespread deployment of EV relies immensely on the
efficiency, cost, size, reliability, advanced control algorithm,
and functionalities of the converter topologies. Therefore, this
paper is a valuable source of information for researchers and
engineers intending to design and develop EV off-board dc
fast chargers.
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